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GuckBook art magazine is magazineart. Text, photography, 
and graphic art are made by Stefan Kindermann. It‘s me who 
is responsible for the contents. Please do not copy my art 
without permission. For art is protected by copyrights. 
Links to my website and Guckbooks are always welcome. If 
you are interested in more than having a deep look into my 
Guckbook, please contact: 
info@stefankindermann.de or look at my website stefankin-
dermann.de, there you 
find the path to further 
publications.
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This ARTmagazine is about 
automatic abstraction. 
Hope you will enjoy my 
work. Things seem differ-
ent as they are. Photography 
looks like graphic, drawn by 
the machine. This mechanic 
drawings are sharper than 
reality, that makes it sur-
real. The details are dif-
ferent to that what we 
see with a short look. 
It is abstraction, that 
makes us recognize, 
the reality in surreal 
and abstract forms. 
As it‘s abstraction, 
that makes us draw 
thinks out of our 
minds with surreal, 
geometric forms or 
symbolic items. 
Abstraction con-
nects the things 
we see with that 
we know. Abstrac-
tion make us rec-
ognize and real-
ize things also if 
they look different 
to that what we know and think.Series//Zandvoort / House at the beach



Numbers and geometric forms are abstract. 
Constructing with geometric forms or ob-
jects needs abstraction. Looking to real-
ity, we see it abstract for we see things 
different as they are and as there is 
looked upon from other ones. Our point of 
view displays a cut of the reality only. 
Knowledge opens our minds for more knowl-
edge. We can think abstract.

Leaving the station in Zandvoort, we see a 
high building. Going forward we see it from 
the other side, we are at the beach. So if 

we know and see that building, we know we are at the beach. If we see 
that building from fare away, we know where the beach is. 
Buildings are marks in the landscape. Many abstract buildings change 
the landscape to an abstract constructed environment, in which we 
learned to live. Signs and symbols are abstract and they give us orien-
tation in an abstract world. Missing that orientation we get disorien-
tated. Nature is not geometric constructed. Orientation is different. 
There are no abstract signs, symbols and numbers. 
We see the moon is round. Knowing the rules of physics, we believe, 
it is round for the rules of gravity. We believe what we know, for we 
know what we believe, but sometimes it is different,as we see, when we 
progress and change the point of view.  We learn to know the differ-
ence by time. If we believe to know better as we see, we do not learn. 
It seems as we believe, if 
we don’t know what we see. 
We believe in miracles but 
most miracles are only il-
lusions. When we progress 
by time we see the rules 
of nature behind.

Zandvoort // House at the beachSeaview
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Zandvoort / Beauty at the beach



Zandvoort / Beauties at the beach



Zandvoort / Houses  at the beach



Zandvoort / House at the beach



Zandvoort / Houses  at the beach





It’s de style, that forms the 
beach town Zandvoort and it is 
the architecture, that forms the 
view of the landscape around. 
Looking back, it is the spirit of 
the time that leaves stains in 
the view of our history we have 
today.
The colours of the blue sky, the 
white buildings and red and or-
ange tell, where we are. Geomet-
ric constructions and symbolic 
colours create the image. Na-
ture is not the dominating fac-
tor in this construction. Today 
architecture should be different. 
We should have learned. But that 
makes no difference to the art of 
de Style of Zandvoort, a beauti-
ful landmark, a sign of time in 
the history of architecture. An 
urban statement of human art and 
culture at the borderline of wild 
nature, the sea. When the tide 
rise, Sandforts get washed by the 
sea as art gets washed by the 
time.



Series//Stations / Schiphol



Stations // Amsterdam arrivel



Stations //comming to Amsterdam

From Station to Station is a title from David 
Bowie, I‘m reminded doing this series about 
stations, while I’m going from station to 
station.

Stations are Gates of cities. Arriving at 
a city they display the first view or when 
leaving the last while the departure. That 
buildings  are key - impression for comming 
or leaving people, or those that passing by a 
city in the train. Stations are statements of 
the spirit of the time when they were build. 
Stations transfer history of architecture, 
style and image and their spirit through time 
and space from station to station. 
Stations are places where people meet, come 
and go. Stations are connecting people being 
connected by trains. Many people are pass-
ing by, transporting the images they got from 
city to city. A station transfers the image, 
out of the time it got build, to the people 
that are living in the city today. 
Cathedrals, mosques or temples are a manifes-
tations of religions. Stations a manifesta-
tion of technics, we do believe in.
 
Stations reminding people to places they have 
been and they are connected with. So I took 
some images with me from stations from cit-
ies and people in and around stations. It is 
a long time series, based on photographic 
converted to graphics. I did it this way, to 
display people anonymously and to simplify 
and reduce the images to the elementary com-
position. Contents and contend happening by 
my view to the things I see, the environment 
around and the moments of creation. 
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Stations // Amsterdam departure



Stations // House in the bank — bankhouse



Stations // Arnhem central / hall/ time in bowed space



Stations // Arnhem/ hall / die Zeit im gekrümmten Raum



Stations // Arnhem / leaving the train



Stations // Emmerich



Stations // Emmerich







Stations // Oberhausen Hbf



Stations // Oberhausen Hbf



Stations // Duisburg Hbf



Stations //





Stations // Düsseldorf Hbf



Stations // Welcome to Düsseldorf Hbf



Stations // Düsseldorf/ tunnel



Stations // Düsseldorf, 17 cutout



Stations // Düsseldorf platform 17



Stations // Düsseldorf













Stations // FrankfurtHBf/
bank-view / skylines

Frankfurt/airport



Stations // Frankfurt Hbf/-bank-housing



Stations // 
Frankfurt Hbf/ hall



Stations // Frankfurt Hbf



Stations // Frankfurt Hbf



Frankfurt Hbf / Skylines at the station

Frankfurt Hbf / Headlines at the station



Stations // Frankfurt airport



Stations // Station Nice-town



Stations // Saint Raphael
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reality under construction


